
Step 6: Reformulate Your IEQ Challenge

Related Learning Goals:
- (Re)state the specific challenge in the context of selected strategies and criteria

Your To-Do’s to Complete This Step:

! Read: ! Reformulating Your IEQ Challenge 
! ! ! IEQ Criteria and IEQ Strategies resource sheets (review as needed)
! Do: ! ! Exercise 6x: Reformulate Your IEQ Challenge

Reformulating Your IEQ Challenge 

In Step 2, you described a specific online education-related challenge that is important to you 
relative to IEQ at your institution, including related issues, opportunities, tensions, etc. that this 
challenge poses and your sense of what quality improvements you were seeking to make. 

Now that you’re familiar with the Seven Futures quality framework, including the IEQ Criteria 
and Strategies Menus, and you’ve selected one or more strategies, your next step is to revisit 
your challenge as previously formed. Your reformulated challenge statement should describe 
the challenge, issue, concern, etc. as you know see it, revised as a goal statement in the 
context of the strategy(ies) you have selected to implement quality improvements.  

Do the following steps to create your reformulated challenge statement (also see diagram 
below):

1) Select a ‘focal point’ for your revised challenge -- this can come from one of three sources:

! ! a) Your original challenge, issue, concern, etc.  
! ! b) A strategy identified on the Seven Futures IEQ Strategies Menu 

! c) One or more criteria identified in Seven Futures IEQ Criteria Menu

See the Sample Reformulated Challenges below for an example of each type. It may be that 
your originally stated challenge is closely related to one of the Seven Futures strategies or 
criteria.  Or, now that you’re familiar with the Seven Futures Strategies and Criteria Menus, you 
may want to restate your challenge in terms of one of these strategies or criteria.

2) Describe how your selected strategy(ies) relates to your challenge. (also see samples 
below)

3) Review your challenge statement to see if it expresses a goal. Your original challenge 
statement may already do this; usually, adding a description of how your selected strategy 
relates to your identified challenge results in an expression of your intended goal. Still, 
challenges do not always express implied goals, so review your reformulated statement and 
decide whether it expresses a goal that you want to pursue.



Sample Reformulated Challenges

Based on an original stated challenge:
Original Challenge: Increase Learner Engagement

Selected Strategy(ies): Student-Generated Content; Technohooks

Reformulated Challenge: Increase learner engagement by giving learners the 
opportunity to create their own virtual world site.

Based on or closely related to a Seven Futures strategy:
Original Challenge: Do something with Prior Learning Assessment 

Selected Strategy(ies): Prior Learning Assessment (PLA)

Reformulated Challenge: Start a PLA option for our program.

Based on or closely related to a Seven Futures-listed criterion:
Original Challenge: Use Open Educational Resources (OERs) to increase access 

to learning and education resources

Selected Strategy(ies): Individualized Learning; Social Learning

Reformulated Challenge: Increase access to learning resources by using OERs to build 
self-paced and social media-based learning modules



Exercise 6x: Reformulate Your IEQ Challenge

Directions:

• Using the process described above, create a reformulated challenge statement that 
expresses your current formulation of the challenge you plan to address, an intended goal 
related to addressing your identified challenge, and the strategy(ies) you have selected to 
implement quality improvements. 

• Record your selected criteria in the table below and/or in your IEQ Action Plan Template.
• (optional) Use the “6x: Reformulated Challenges” Discussion Forum to share your 

reformulated challenge with fellow participants and ask for feedback.

Original Challenge:

Selected Strategy(ies):

Reformulated Challenge:
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